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Abstract. Increasingly, governments and businesses are collecting, analyzing, and sharing detailed
information about individuals over long periods of time. Vast quantities of data from new sources and
novel methods for large-scale data analysis promise to yield deeper understanding of human
characteristics, behavior, and relationships and advance the state of science, public policy, and innovation.
At the same time, the collection and use of fine-grained personal data over time is associated with
significant risks to individuals, groups, and society at large. In this article, we examine a range of longterm data collections, conducted by researchers in social science, in order to identify the characteristics of
these programs that drive their unique sets of risks and benefits. We also examine the practices that have
been established by social scientists to protect the privacy of data subjects in light of the challenges
presented in long-term studies. We argue that many uses of big data, across academic, government, and
industry settings, have characteristics similar to those of traditional long-term research studies. In this
article, we discuss the lessons that can be learned from longstanding data management practices in
research and potentially applied in the context of newly emerging data sources and uses.
1. Corporations and governments are collecting data more frequently, and collecting, storing, and
using it for longer periods.
Commercial and government actors are collecting, storing, analyzing, and sharing increasingly greater
quantities of personal information about individuals over progressively long periods of time. Advances in
technology, such as the proliferation of GPS receivers and highly-accurate sensors embedded in consumer
devices, are leading to new sources of data that offer data at more frequent intervals and at finer levels of
detail. New methods of data storage such as cloud storage processes are more efficient and less costly
than previous technologies and are contributing to large amounts of data being retained for longer periods
of time.6 Powerful analytical capabilities, including emerging machine learning techniques, are enabling
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the mining of large-scale datasets to infer new insights about human characteristics and behaviors and
driving demand for large-scale data sets. Enabled by these technological developments, data related to
human activity are measured at more frequent intervals, the personal data being collected and stored
increasingly describe longer periods of activity, and the length of time that has elapsed between the
collection and analysis of personal data can vary significantly. In addition, databases are becoming
increasingly high-dimensional, meaning the number of pieces of information collected and associated
with the record for each individual in a database is growing. Moreover, the analytic uses of data and
samples sizes are expanding with emerging big data techniques. Taken together, these factors are leading
organizations to collect, store, and use more data about individuals than ever before, and are putting
pressure on traditional measures for protecting the privacy of data subjects across different contexts.
1.1. Long-term collections of highly-detailed data about individuals create immense
opportunities for scientific research and innovation.
Massive data from new commercial and government sources, as well as novel methods for large-scale
data analysis, promise to yield a deeper understanding of human characteristics and behavior.
Characteristics of the commercial and government data that are accumulating over time make it possible
to paint an incredibly detailed portrait of an individual’s life, making such data highly valuable not only to
the organizations collecting the data but to secondary users as well. Data from these new sources are
increasingly being made available to researchers, policymakers, and entrepreneurs, with the expectation
that they will help support rapid advances in the progress of scientific research, public policy, and
innovation.7
Across commercial and government settings, the data that are being collected, stored, and analyzed
represent increasingly long periods of time and contain observations collected at increasingly frequent
intervals, due to the powerful insights that can be derived from large, fine-grained data sets that are linked
over time. Commercial big data are generated and used to provide goods and services to customers, as
well as to support the analytics businesses use to improve their services based on the needs of their
customers and make investment and other business decisions.8 A wide range of companies, including
telecommunications providers, mobile operating systems, social media platforms, and retailers, often
collect, store, and analyze large quantities of data about customers’ locations, transactions, usage patterns,
interests, demographics, and more. In particular, many businesses use highly detailed personal
information to provide targeted services, advertisements, and offers to existing and prospective
customers. Governments are also experimenting with collecting increasingly detailed information in order
to monitor the needs of their communities, from pothole and noise complaints to crime reports and
building inspection records, and to improve their responsiveness and delivery of constituent services.9
Commercial big data and government open data increasingly being put to new analytic uses as well.
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Long-term big data promise to yield significant gains in the commercial and government sectors, much
like long-term longitudinal data collection has transformed research in the social and biomedical sciences.
For example, one of the longest running longitudinal studies, the Framingham Heart Study, precipitated
the discovery of risk factors for heart disease and many other groundbreaking advances in cardiovascular
research.10 Other longitudinal studies have also had profound impacts on scientific understanding in fields
such as psychology, education, sociology, and economics.11 The combination of longitudinal data, largescale data from commercial and government sources, and big data analysis techniques, such as newly
emerging machine learning approaches, promises to similarly shift the evidence base in other areas,
including various fields of social science, in unforeseeable ways.12
1.2. Long-term data collections by corporations and governments are associated with many
informational risks, and potentially a wider set of risks than those presented by traditional
research data activities.
The collection, storage, and use of large quantities of personal data for extended periods of time has
recently been the subject of legal and policy debates regarding the future of privacy in the big data era.
However, these activities have long been occurring at a smaller scale in research settings—and in ways
that have been closely studied, reviewed, and controlled. The Framingham Heart Study, for example, is a
long-term longitudinal research study that shares many of the key features found in recent commercial big
data and government open data programs, in terms of the extended period of data collection, retention,
and use, the large number of attributes measured, and the large number of participants involved.
Long-term research studies into human characteristics and behaviors are associated with significant
privacy-related harms due to the collection of a large volume of highly-sensitive personal information
about individuals. These harms are arguably not very well understood on a study-specific basis,
particularly as the harms and risks are expected to evolve in unanticipated ways over the course of a longterm study. In addition, the legal remedies available to victims are limited.13 Despite such challenges,
institutional review boards recognize that the nature of the personal information collected in a
longitudinal study may be associated with a range of harms including psychological, social, economic,
legal, and even physical harms. For instance, an individual who participates in a longitudinal study could
be subject to harms such as a loss of employability, loss of insurability, price discrimination in the
marketplace, embarrassment or other emotional distress, reputational losses among family, friends and
colleagues, or even civil or criminal liability if that individual’s sensitive information from the study is
disclosed. The harms that are of greatest concern in an ethics review are well-documented in the policies
of institutional review boards and the human subjects review literature.
There are a number of key similarities in the characteristics of data managed across longitudinal research
data, commercial big data, and government open data settings. For instance, there are a number of
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similarities in the general populations covered. The motivation driving privacy law, policy, and practice is
generally the need to protect individuals and groups from informational harms related to measuring and
sharing information about them. Long-term longitudinal research studies such the Framingham Heart
Study, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, Project Talent, and the Health and Retirement Study, among
others, are designed to be representative of or more generally, to draw inferences about the general
population in the geographic region covered. In other words, researchers are collecting and developing
processes to protect information about the same people (sometimes literally) that are described in
corporate and government databases.
Additionally, there are similarities in the measurements and methods employed. Research methodology
involves the use of questionnaires, observations of behavior, and experiments and other categories of
interventions. Similarly, corporations and governments use many of these same methods to generate data
about their customers and constituents. For instance, while corporations may have employed interventions
strategies infrequently in the past, the prevalence of such activities have increased through the reliance on
A/B testing, microtargeting, and individual service customization in the context of commercial big data
analytics. Similarities are also found in the types of personal attributes studied. For instance, researchers,
companies, and governments collect data in substantially overlapping domains, from demographics, to
opinions and attitudes, to readily observable behavior, including geolocation, spatiotemporal movement,
and economic activity. Much like a longitudinal research study, companies that maintain large databases
of information about individuals collect personal information about individuals such as their names,
location and travel history, political preferences, hobbies, relationships to other individuals, purchase
history, and more, and maintain individual records that enable the tracking of individual behavior and
characteristics over time. Commercial data programs may have historically involved fewer direct
measures of sensitive social topics such as sex, drugs, criminal behavior, and political views, compared to
research studies investigating these topics from a social science perspective. However, increasingly
personal information involving sensitive topics is collected in the commercial setting through web-based
questionnaires and prompts, such as those utilized by online dating services or social media platforms. In
addition, such information can often be readily inferred indirectly from the data being collected, including
search queries, social media postings, or purchase histories.14
Uses across research, commercial, and government settings also involve similar domains and objects of
inference. While it may have been once the case that commercial data involved a smaller domain of
inference, for instance by focusing on consumer purchase behavior and its direct drivers, commercial data
are now being used to make inferences about a practically unrestricted range of economic, social, and
health factors and potential correlations with an individual’s increased use of a product or service. In this
way, commercial data activities are increasingly resembling research uses of data. The object of inference
is also shared across these settings. Most research data, including data from social science and biomedical
research, is used for statistical purposes. That is, the research is used to make inferences about the
population studied, rather than to make inferences about specific individuals. Corporations and
governments frequently make inferences such as these as well, most notably for the purposes of market
14
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analysis, but also for developing models of consumer behavior that are used in targeted advertising and
risk scoring.15 Uses of personal information in the public sector similarly are used to create models that
are used in predictive policing, for example.
At the same time, there are key differences in the risk factors and interventions at play. Corporate data in
many cases present a wider array of risks than longitudinal research data, due to greater frequency of data
collection, or the increased scope of data uses, among other factors, as discussed in detail below in
Section 3.1. Despite the wider set of risks entailed, commercial data are subject to a set of privacy
controls that is substantially different from—and arguably less finely tailored than—the controls used in
research settings, as discussed in Section 2.2.
1.3. Long-term data activities generally increase identifiability and expand the range of
harms to which individuals are exposed, and key driving characteristics are age, period,
and frequency.
While long-term data activities have the potential to bring tremendous societal benefits, they also expose
individuals, groups, and society at large to greater risks that their personal information will be disclosed,
misused, or used in ways that will adversely affect them in the future. Growth in the time and scale
dimensions of the data being collected and used can in many cases amplify the magnitude of potential
informational harms.
Examples of longitudinal data collection and use in the research setting help illustrate ways in which
long-term data activities drive heightened risks for data subjects. Despite variations in populations, types
of information, and methods used in long-term research studies, such studies share certain defining
characteristics, such as data collection activities that take place over a long period, with repeated
measurements of the same set of individuals being linked throughout the length of the study period. Longterm research studies are generally associated with large numbers of observations about each data subject,
and these data are frequently quite rich and complex. They may contain qualitative data, such as video or
audio recordings, or a lengthy narrative account or other extended textual data. The richness of the data
drives societal benefits, enabling scientific research into questions that cannot be explored using crosssectional data. At the same time, data containing fine-grained records about individuals, such as their
spatiotemporal location, internet browsing activity, or retail purchase history, are likely to be associated
with sensitive information, such as a person’s location and behavior, health history, interests, and
associations, relationships, and activities with other people. Data are maintained at the level of an
individual subject and used to track changes in each individual’s health, socioeconomic, and behavioral
characteristics over an extended timeframe. Collection of such detailed information exposes individuals to
potential harm to their reputations and personal relationships, risk of future loss of employability and
insurability, risks of financial loss and identity theft, and potential civil or criminal liability, among other
harms.
As discussed in detail in Section 3.1 below, a review of information privacy risks in longitudinal research
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suggest that the following three data characteristics related to time increase informational risks:
●

Age, which is defined as the amount of time that has elapsed between the original data collection
and a given data transformation or analysis. For instance, data may be analyzed shortly after
collection, as in the case of a mobile app that targets an advertisement based on the user’s current
location, or data may be analyzed years after collection, as in the case of certain census records
that are protected from disclosure for many decades.

●

Period, referring to the length of the time interval within which subjects are repeatedly measured.
Some data collection programs collect information at a single point in time, or over the period of
a day, such as a cross-sectional statistical survey, while others may engage in collection over
decades and even generations, such as a long-term longitudinal research study or a longestablished social networking service.

●

Frequency, or the interval between repeated measures on the same subject. Examples of highfrequency data collection include mobile health apps and devices that continuously track data
points such as location and heart rate. On the other end of the spectrum, some health studies may
collect data from participants once a year, or once every several years.

●

Dimensionality, or the number of independent attributes measured for each data subject.
Examples of high-dimensional data include commercial big datasets of thousands of attributes
that are maintained by data brokers and social media companies, while low-dimensional data may
include administrative datasets maintained by government agencies including just a handful of
attributes within each record.

●

Analytic use, or the mode of analysis the data is intended to support. Research studies are almost
universally designed to support descriptive or causal inferences about populations. In contrast,
commercial and government entities often have broader purposes, such as making inferences
about individuals themselves, or performing interventions such as recommending products.

●

Sample size, referring generally to the number of people included in the set of data, can act to
increase some privacy risks by increasing both identifiability and the likelihood that some
particularly vulnerable people are included in the data. Big data collection in corporate and
government settings typically have much larger sample sizes than traditional longitudinal
research studies, and the samples typically constitute a substantially larger proportion of the
population from which the sample is drawn.

●

Population characteristics refer to the size and diversity of the population from which
observations in the data are drawn. Most longitudinal research studies are drawn from national
populations or identified subpopulations. Increasingly big data in corporate settings describe
multinational or global populations. The diversity of the population included in the data increases
privacy risk by expanding the range of threats that are relevant to the subjects described in the
data.
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The composition of even simple, seemingly benign measures over time can create unique patterns, or
“fingerprints” of behavior that can be used to associate a named individual with a distinct record in the
data, thereby increasing the identifiability of the data. With high-dimensional datasets, where many
independent measures are associated with a single individual, an individual’s record is likely to contain
patterns that are unique to that individual, making the record identifiable. Datasets containing a large
number of attributes about each individual are also likely to contain sensitive information. Examples of
high-dimensional datasets include records held by data brokers like Acxiom, which may contain
thousands of independent attributes about an individual’s demographic characteristics, retail purchases,
and interests, and social media providers like Facebook, which reveal details about individuals’ personal
relationships, sexual preferences, political and religious views, location, activities, and interests.
With the move towards long-term data collection, storage, and analysis in the commercial and
government sectors, databases tend to grow along each of these dimensions identified. Moreover, risks
grow with long-term storage and use of the information, as information held in storage for extended
durations will be increasingly vulnerable to intentional and accidental data breaches. In addition,
analytical capabilities for re-identification or learning sensitive information about individuals in a
database will improve over time. Such risks are to a large extent unforeseeable, particularly as the
timescale over which data will persist after they are collected is indefinite. Over the full course of the
collection, use, and retention of this personal information, how the information will be used will evolve in
unpredictable ways. As discussed below, the current state of the practice for privacy protection addresses
(and also fails to address) these developments in important ways, and the risks that remain can be
instructive for understanding where new interventions should be employed in the future.
2. Current accepted practices for protecting privacy in long-term data are highly varied across
research, commercial, and government contexts.
Businesses, government agencies, and research institutions have adopted various approaches in order to
protect privacy when collecting, storing, using, and disclosing data about individuals. While practices
vary widely across organizations, among the most common approaches used in commercial and
government contexts are notice and consent mechanisms and de-identification techniques, and these
approaches often employed without further review or restriction on use of data that have been obtained
according to a terms of service agreement or that have been nominally de-identified. This reliance on a
narrow set of controls, without continuing review and use of additional privacy interventions, stands in
contrast to the longstanding data management practice in research settings. For decades, researchers and
institutional review boards have intensively studied the long-term risks of collecting and managing
personal data about research subjects, and have developed extensive review processes and a large
collection of techniques for protecting the privacy of research subjects. When compared to the best
practices that have been developed to safeguard research data, common corporate and government data
management practices represent a narrow subset of the interventions that have been used to address
challenges associated with managing privacy in long-term data activities in the research setting.
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2.1. Privacy practices in long-term research studies incorporate multiple layers of
protection, including explicit consent, systematic review, statistical disclosure control, and
procedural controls.
Long-term research studies are carefully designed by their investigators and reviewed by an institutional
review board (IRB). Among other requirements, the policies and practices implemented in a study are
chosen to limit the collection of data to that which is necessary to achieve the purposes of the research, to
restrict future uses of the data to those specified at the outset of the study, and to minimize the disclosure
of personal information collected over the course of the study. In order to satisfy these and related
requirements, researchers utilize a wide range of procedural, legal, technical, and educational controls,
including explicit and informed consent, systematic review over time, statistical disclosure control
techniques for limiting learning information specific to individuals in the data, legal instruments such as
data use agreements, and various procedural controls for limiting access to and use of personal data.
2.1.1. Legal and regulatory frameworks for the oversight of human subjects
research, in combination with sector-specific information privacy laws, leads to
systematic design and review of longitudinal research studies and management of
the research data produced.
Ethical and legal frameworks have been developed and adapted over time to provide strong privacy
protection for human subjects participating in research studies. Researchers are generally subject to the
federal regulations for human subjects research protection, known as the Common Rule,16 which apply to
research that is funded by one of the federal agencies that have subscribed to the rule or that is conducted
at an institution that has agreed to comply with the regulations. Researchers are often also governed by
state laws protecting the rights of human research subjects,17 or by the research data policies of their home
institutions, sponsors, and prospective journals. As a consequence, researchers conducting research
involving human subjects typically must submit their project proposals for review by an IRB and follow
certain consent and disclosure limitation procedures. During the review process, members of the IRB
inspect materials such as a description of the proposed research study, copies of the surveys or other
documents to be used to collect information from subjects, documentation of subject recruitment
procedures, copies of consent forms, documentation of de-identification protocols, and documentation of
any HIPAA authorizations or waivers obtained, among other documents requested. In addition,
researchers must demonstrate that research subjects will be informed of the nature, scope, and purpose of
the study; the types of personal information to be collected; the research and data management procedures
to be followed; the steps to be taken to preserve confidentiality; and any risks and benefits related to
participation in the study. On the basis of the submitted materials, the members of the IRB evaluate the
informed consent procedures and potential risks and benefits to the research subjects. They also consider
whether the subjects are adequately informed of the potential risks and whether the benefits outweigh the
risks. At the conclusion of the review, the IRB makes a determination regarding the proposed study’s
adherence to applicable statutes and regulations, institutional policies and commitments, best practices,
and ethical obligations. In a long-term research study, IRBs conduct continuing review, with reviews
conducted on an annual or more frequent basis, to consider relevant information received since the
16
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previous review, to the extent it is related, for example, to risk assessment and monitoring, the adequacy
of the process for obtaining informed consent, developments regarding the investigators and their home
institutions, and evaluations of the progress of the research with respect to, for example, the submitted
research protocol, and total subject enrollment and subject withdrawals.18
Because research studies often explore sensitive topics related to the development, behavior, and health of
individuals, the data collected often fall into a category of information protected by at least one of the
various information privacy laws in place. A large number of federal and state laws in the United States
protect data privacy, though the rules vary substantially across sectors and jurisdictions depending on the
actors, funding sources, types of information, and uses involved. For example, where researchers seek to
obtain high school and post-secondary transcripts, medical records, or substance abuse treatment records,
different rules come into play under the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA),19 the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),20 and the federal alcohol and drug abuse
confidentiality regulations,21 respectively. In addition, researchers collecting data on behalf of federal
agencies are in some cases required to establish certain privacy safeguards in order to comply with laws
such as the Privacy Act of 197422 or the Confidential Information Protection and Statistical Efficiency Act
(CIPSEA).23
2.1.2. Longitudinal research studies rely on a wide range of legal and procedural
controls for the protection of human subjects.
A wide range of legal, procedural, and technical controls are employed at various stages of a long-term
research study. Legal instruments, especially, play a significant role in governing human subjects research
and data management, particularly in the areas of consent, access, use, and redisclosure. Most notably,
consent from research subjects is preserved in the form of a written, legally enforceable contract that
documents the scope of the study authorized. Future uses of the data are limited to the research purposes
and scientific questions described in the consent form, and the language of the consent form also limits
the scope of a researcher’s interaction or intervention with a subject. Over the course of a long-term
study, circumstances are likely to evolve in ways that are in tension with the consent previously obtained
from the research subjects. For example, when the scope of information collected or analyzed is
expanded, the study extends beyond the timeframe initially disclosed to the study participants, or the
membership of the population being studied changes in some way, the investigators must obtain new
consent from the participants.24 Other measures are also put in place to address such changes over an
extended period of data collection and use; for instance, some long-term studies direct participants to
18
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designate a proxy who is authorized to provide consent to new research uses in the event of future lack of
capacity to provide such consent.
Modifications to research plans and consent forms are common over the course of a long-term research
study. Such modifications may be made as new research questions emerge and stimulate interest in new
categories of data uses and collections. For example, approximately 35 years into the Framingham Heart
Study, researchers began collecting and analyzing DNA from participants’ blood samples and
immortalized cell lines, due to a growing interest within the scientific community at the time for
exploring the genetic factors underlying cardiovascular disease.25 Moreover, data collected in a long-term
research study are often rich enough to support analysis methods and research questions not originally
envisioned at the time that the original research proposal was drafted. To manage consent over time,
researchers maintain a detailed record of consent for each subject and, upon each new data collection or
use activity, research confirm whether the consent on file authorizes it. For instance, when Framingham
Heart Study participants complete their consent forms, they are asked to mark checkboxes to provide
separate authorization for each of a large number of potential research activities, including cell line
creation, sharing of genetic data with researchers, and sharing of genetic data with private companies.26
Consent forms also enable participants to authorize use for specific research purposes, with checkboxes
for categories such as research into heart and blood diseases, research related to other diseases and
conditions, and potentially sensitive research involving reproductive health, mental health, and alcohol
use.27 Research staff encode the individual responses from the subjects, maintain them in a database, and
refer to the permissions before each interaction with one of the subjects or their data.28
Data use agreements limiting access to and use of a given dataset are very common, and have been widely
adopted by academic institutions, data repositories, and data enclaves. Data use agreements typically
describe the contents and sensitivity of the data; the restrictions on access, use, and disclosure; the data
provider’s rights and responsibilities; the data confidentiality, security, and retention procedures to be
followed; the assignment of liability between the parties; and relevant enforcement procedures and
penalties. They are used to set forth obligations, ascribe liability and other responsibilities, and provide a
means of recourse if a violation occurs. Common contractual approaches to enforcement include
sanctions such as denial of future access to data files, reporting of violations to federal agencies or a
researcher’s institution or funders, and fines and other statutory penalties. However, oversight and
enforcement of the terms of such agreements is a persistent challenge.
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2.1.3. Longitudinal research studies rely on technical controls, such as statistical
disclosure limitation techniques, synthetic data, differential privacy tools, and
secure data enclaves, for protecting data collected from human subjects.
Technical approaches, such as the use of data security measures and statistical disclosure limitation
techniques, are often used in the long-term research setting, though there is significant variation in
practice. Among the most common practices is for research institutions to implement security plans and
confidentiality training programs, given the large number of individuals who will likely have access to
some personal data over the course of the study. In addition, best practices for data security are generally
mandated by sponsors of research, such as government agencies, academic institutions, and foundations,
and such institutions may prescribe specific guidelines for researchers to follow. Researchers often
transform data at the collection and retention stages using techniques such as encrypting, hashing, or recoding of personal identifiers to limit disclosure when linking and storing data between waves of data
collection in a longitudinal study, while preserving the ability of certain researchers to access the personal
identifiers when needed.
Multiple disclosure limitation techniques are often used in combination to protect the privacy of research
subjects when sharing long-term research data. A common approach is to use tiered access to make a deidentified dataset available to the public, while offering a separate restricted-use dataset to trusted
researchers upon application. In many cases, the sensitive nature of the data and the potential to draw
linkages to external sources lead to such high risk that it precludes the dissemination of the data in raw,
identifiable form. In such cases, researchers use a variety of statistical disclosure limitation techniques,
such as aggregation, suppression, and perturbation, to produce a de-identified public-use dataset.29
However, such techniques are less desirable for longitudinal data. Because longitudinal studies collect
data at the level of an individual human subject for the purposes of studying patterns in individual
behavior, data that have been aggregated or summarized in, for example, cross-tabulation tables, are often
not suitable for analyses not anticipated by the researcher who produced the aggregate dataset. For this
reason, researchers often prefer to receive data in individual-level, rather than aggregate, form.
Individual-level data can better answer complex questions, test alternative hypotheses, calculate marginal
effects of changes over time, identify errors in the data, and replicate results by other researchers.30 As a
result, investigators often share data from long-term longitudinal studies in files containing linked
individual-level records.
De-identification approaches, such as aggregation, suppression, and perturbation, address some risks, but
there is a growing recognition that such techniques will provide only limited protection over the long
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term.31 Traditional de-identification techniques are generally designed to address only certain types of
attacks such as record linkage attacks using known sources of auxiliary information, leaving data
vulnerable to other types of attacks. Common de-identification approaches are also likely to result in the
redaction or withholding of useful information. Moreover, the tradeoff between data privacy and data
utility, or the analytic value of the data, is generally more acute with respect to long-term longitudinal
data. Models for assessing disclosure risk have typically been developed with cross-sectional data, i.e.,
data collected at one point in time or without regard to differences in time, in mind, and therefore are
poorly suited for addressing longitudinal data privacy risks.32 As a consequence, traditional statistical
disclosure limitation techniques that are effective for cross-sectional datasets often result in either weaker
privacy protections or a greater reduction in data utility when applied to longitudinal data.33 These
techniques are likely to change the structure of longitudinal data in ways that sharply influence the
statistical models and inferences made by an analyst and may make certain types of modeling or analysis
impossible. Compounding this problem is the fact that the types of transformations that are made to a
dataset for the purposes of limiting disclosures of information specific to individuals in the data are not
always disclosed to the public. Secondary researchers sometimes unwittingly treat a sanitized data set as
an unmodified data set, leading to unanticipated and unacknowledged effects on the results of their
analyses.
Newly-emerging technical approaches, such as synthetic data generation and differential privacy, are less
widely utilized to protect the confidentiality of long-term longitudinal research data, though there is
reason to believe such techniques may be developed to better preserve the complex relationships between
variables. Differential privacy, for instance, has typically been studied in the context of a dataset that has
been gathered and released, either as a single publication or interactively in response to queries from
users. To date, there are few differentially private algorithmic results that apply to the setting that is
typical to longitudinal research studies, in which datasets are collected over time and analyzed as the data
are acquired. Although a similar model, the continual observation model,34 is flexible enough to describe
longitudinal studies, research to date has typically assumed that one person's information affects only a
limited number of stages of the study.35 Existing literature does not directly address the design of methods
that release accurate statistics about each stage of a long-term study nor detailed information about how
the statistics are evolving over time. Despite these challenges, there are promising ways in which such
31
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advanced techniques could potentially be applied to releases of longitudinal data. By releasing synthetic
data, or simulated microdata, researchers may be able to reduce disclosure risks while retaining validity
for certain inferences that are consistent with the model used for synthesis.36
Due to the difficulty of anticipating and mitigating the risks that will be associated with future releases of
data over the course of a long-term study, researchers often respond by implementing restrictive access
controls. Restricted access regimes, such as data repositories or secure enclaves that limit access and use
according to terms of use or data use agreements, are used to manage access rights and conditions when
sharing data with project collaborators and secondary researchers. Data holders may require secondary
researchers to submit applications requesting access to the data, and limit access to certain classes of
researchers, such as faculty-level researchers or researchers working under a federal pledge of
confidentiality. In addition, researchers may be required to agree to participate in confidentiality training
or to implement and demonstrate compliance with a data security plan. In some cases, particularly for
large research projects, researchers may be granted access to data only through physical or virtual data
enclaves, which restrict and monitor uses of data in a controlled setting.
In combination, the regulations and ethics frameworks for human subjects research protection; the range
of information privacy laws governing the collection, use, and disclosure of personal information in
various contexts; the guidelines from IRB, university data management, funding agency, and journal
policies; the oversight of IRBs and other ethics bodies; and best practices for the use of legal and
technical tools for protecting the privacy of research subjects work in concert to ensure researchers
carefully consider the risks and benefits of their research activities to individual subjects as well as to
society, and choose among a wide variety of interventions to protect subjects appropriately. These
regulations, policies, and practices explicitly recognize and seek to address, through continuing review
and curation, the substantial risks associated with long-term data activities.
2.2. Industry and government actors rely on a narrow subset of the privacy controls used in
research, with a notable emphasis on notice and consent mechanisms and de-identification
techniques.
The review processes and safeguards employed for long-term data collection and linkage activities in
commercial and government settings differ from those used in the research context in a number of key
respects. For instance, businesses and government agencies generally consider privacy risks at the time
they initiate a data collection program, but in most cases they do not engage in systematic and continual
review with long-term risks in mind. In addition, commercial and government actors often rely heavily on
certain approaches, such as notice and consent or de-identification, rather than drawing from the wider
range of privacy interventions that are available and applying combinations of tailored privacy controls at
each stage of the information lifecycle, from collection, to retention, analysis, release, and post-release.
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2.2.1. Long-term data activities in industry and government settings are often
subject to less comprehensive and detailed regulatory requirements than those
conducted in research.
Practices across research, industry, and government contexts emerged and evolved under very different
regulatory and policy conditions. Variations in practice are accordingly due in large part to differences in
the legal frameworks and institutional constraints that apply in these different settings. Sector-specific
information privacy laws such as FERPA and HIPAA, among others, which play a significant role in
protecting research data, apply directly to only a small portion of commercial and government data
activities. However, some companies and government agencies elect to adopt as a best practice some of
the safeguards required by such laws. In addition, some commercial and government data activities are
governed by other laws that rarely apply to researchers, such as the Fair Credit Reporting Act,37 the
Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act,38 and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) enforcement under
Section 5 of the FTC Act.39 Laws such as the Privacy Act of 1974,40 the Confidential Information and
Statistical Efficiency Act,41 and the Freedom of Information Act,42 as well as corresponding laws
governing public records at the state level, govern data collection, storage, and release activities involving
certain categories of information maintained by federal and state agencies. Individual omnibus state
privacy laws, such as the various data breach notification laws in place across the country,43 may also be
applicable to commercial actors. Such laws typically require limited safeguards, by restricting the
collection, storage, and disclosure of certain pieces of directly identifying information such as names and
Social Security numbers, and may apply to commercial or government entities, or both. Agencies also
implement data security standards, such as those required by the Federal Information Security
Management Act (FISMA),44 and established by bodies such as the National Institute of Standards and
Technology.45 These laws and standards grant substantial discretionary authority to agencies, leading to
wide variations in practice.
Generally, large commercial actors have adopted and implemented reasonably complex procedural and
technical data security practices when required by law or industry standard. Industry best practices, such
as the Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard,46 and the Health Information Trust Alliance
(HITRUST) framework,47 are widely applied, though they focus almost exclusively on data security
requirements rather than privacy protections, meaning they are designed to restrict access to personal
37
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information rather than limit what can be learned about individuals from their data once such access has
been granted. In addition, industry actors frequently rely on the fair information practice principles for
guidance.48 These principles are often referenced at a high-level, rather than establishing common
practices through detailed requirements. The most extensive implementation of these principles is likely
found in credit reporting, an industry with a long history and significant experience with handling large
quantities of highly-sensitive information about individuals, and is governed by regulations focusing on
the inspection of personal data and restrictions on disclosure. These principles have also guided some
specific practices in some sectors, such as the hashing of IP addresses and device identifiers in the context
of mobile device privacy,49 and general policies such as the National Information Standards Organization
(NISO) privacy principles for libraries (which have not yet been implemented in practice, to our
knowledge).50 While these general principles are widely referenced in many contexts, they are often not
clearly implemented with specific and strong policies and controls.
2.2.2. Long-term data activities in industry and government settings rely on less
systematic reviews of privacy risks and a narrow subset of privacy controls
compared to the practices found in research settings.
The regulatory framework has not yet evolved to address the privacy and ethical challenges presented by
the rise of big data, and commercial big data activities are conducted within the gaps that exist. Overall,
review processes are sparsely documented, and the documentation that has been made publicly available
is typically written at a high level that does not reveal specific details about how risks are evaluated
against benefits in practice, in contrast to the extensive documentation and guidance that has been
developed for the oversight of human subjects research. Moreover, although commercial firms and
government agencies have implemented measures to address data privacy risks, approaches in widespread
use represent a limited subset of the privacy protection techniques that are available. For instance, it is a
common practice when collecting, storing, and sharing data about individuals to protect privacy by deidentifying data through the removal of pieces of information considered to be personally identifiable,
such as names, addresses, and Social Security numbers.
The legal and ethical framework is not very well-defined for many commercial big data activities, and, as
a result, commercial data collection, use, and disclosure are relatively less regulated than activities
involving human subjects research data, for which such frameworks are well-established. The informed
consent and IRB review processes required by the Common Rule do not apply to corporate entities,
except in cases where they are engaging in generalizable research that is funded by a federal agency that
48
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has subscribed to the regulations. The lack of formal review and oversight by an external ethics board
such as an IRB, and the absence of other governance mechanisms to serve such a role, results in less of an
emphasis on informing subjects of risks and benefits, minimizing data collection and disclosure, and
implementing controls to address long-term risks in commercial settings, relative to research settings.
Unlike research subjects, the subjects of commercial data collection often lack an understanding of the
full extent to which data about them are collected, linked, analyzed, shared with, and re-used by third
parties. Data collected from research subjects are typically not linked with data from other sources, except
in limited ways that are specified at the initial design stage of the study, reviewed and approved by an
independent ethics board, and disclosed and consented to by the individual subjects. However, in
commercial contexts, data are frequently linked and combined with data from other sources and often
redisclosed for use by third parties. These practices are typically authorized by the data subjects through
privacy policies or terms of service agreements, which contain broad language regarding the collection,
use, and disclosure of personal information, and these terms are often not reviewed closely, if at all, by
consumers, which stands in contrast to the informed consent process used in research.
In the government context, agencies are generally directed to take into account the legal and ethical
implications of disclosing information about individuals, and to review their data collection, storage, and
disclosure practices and to implement appropriate privacy safeguards. However, applicable laws are
context-specific and limited in scope, and lack specificity regarding the application of appropriate privacy
and security measures in a particular setting.51 There are some cases, such as data collection programs
initiated by statistical agencies under a pledge of confidentiality or programs which require a privacy
impact assessment to be completed, where a review of informational risks and benefits may be performed,
individuals may be informed of risks and benefits in advance of data collection, and processes for
minimizing data collection and controlling data uses and disclosures may be implemented. However,
many other agency activities using personal data, particularly open data initiatives which call for open
access to be the “default state” for information and instruct agencies to proactively release data to the
extent the law allows,52 involve less systematic consideration of long-term risks and may lead to the
public release of data collected for one purpose, such as delivering constituent or emergency services in
the case of 311 or 911 call data, opening it up to use by the public for any purpose. These policies are, in
large part, enabled by sunshine laws at the federal and state levels, including the Freedom of Information
Act,53 which require disclosures in response to public records requests provided that no law prohibits the
release. Agencies are granted significant discretionary authority to withhold or redact records that
implicate one of a limited set of concerns such as privacy, and they typically do so by redacting records of
direct identifiers such as names, addresses, dates of birth, and Social Security numbers. However, due in
part to the lack of detailed guidance, redaction processes are typically performed in an ad hoc fashion and
practices vary significantly between agencies. Moreover, in freedom of information and open data
releases, the extent to which individuals are informed of the benefits and risks associated with the
inclusion of their information in the data prior to release is often unclear.
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Commercial and government data collection activities are generally not designed with long-term future
uses of the data taken into consideration. In practice, when initiating data collections, most companies and
government agencies do not implement procedures for long-term review of risks and measures to mitigate
risks associated with long-term storage, use, and disclosure. In most cases, companies begin by collecting
some data, and the data accumulate and are combined and linked over time. While policies at large data
companies are evolving to address these concerns, common practices in this area generally fall short of
the study design and independent ethics review that are characteristic of longitudinal studies in the
research setting. The harms associated with commercial big data collection and analysis programs have
arguably not been studied and debated to the same extent that the harms associated with long-term
longitudinal research studies have been considered by institutional review boards and principal
investigators. Commercial and government agencies often emphasize practices such as data destruction as
a risk mitigation technique. Although many data management plans rely on data destruction as a
technique for protecting privacy, this approach should not be considered sufficient for eliminating privacy
risks. While data destruction should be considered as part of a data management program, it should not be
considered an effective strategy for eliminating risk, as deleting data does not mitigate all risks if the data
have previously been used or shared.
Industry and government actors also often rely on notice and consent and contractual approaches to
privacy. However, there is a growing recognition that a reliance on notice and consent is inadequate, as
individuals often do not read or understand the privacy policies of the companies with which they
interact, and the disclosures made in such policies are often written in language that is so broad and vague
as to not fully inform individuals who do read them. Contractual approaches to data sharing and use in the
commercial context generally contain terms assigning liability and penalties in the event of a breach.
Many state laws and some federal statutes have also established notice duties in the event of data
breaches, and this legislative activity has helped to raise public awareness of data breaches in the
commercial sector. However, the ability to recover damages through a lawsuit remains limited due to the
burden of showing that an actual harm has occurred as a result of a breach, though many cases settle
before reaching the merits. As a matter of jurisprudence, many courts are reluctant to award damages in
cases where the injury is merely an increase in the risk that a future harm might occur, finding that the
harms are too speculative or hypothetical. The harm must be determined to be one that the law recognizes
as worthy of redress, deterrence, or punishment, such as a concrete financial loss that has been incurred.
In many cases, it can be difficult for a victim to prove that a disclosure incident directly caused a
particular harm.
A number of companies that manage large-scale datasets containing personal information about
individuals, particularly those that have been at the center of privacy-related controversies in the recent
past, are beginning to implement internal ethical review processes. 54 Practices are evolving, particularly
in response to high-profile data breach incidents that are occurring with increasing frequency. As they
adopt data-driven business models, companies are increasingly considering the risks of maintaining large
quantities of personal data over the long-term, and are incorporating risk assessments and data security
and privacy safeguards into their processes. Facebook has established an ethics review process for
54
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research based on the user data it maintains. Companies like Acxiom have made efforts to enable
individuals to opt out of data collection and have made some portions of their data inspectable and
correctable by data subjects,55 though they have made only a small subset of the attributes they hold
viewable—a few dozen out of the over 1,500 attributes they collect. Some companies are also employing
advanced computational approaches to limit their collection and use of personal data, in the interest of
providing strong privacy protections for users, as demonstrated by Google’s and Apple’s implementations
of formal privacy models like differential privacy in their data collection activities. 56 In addition, the
potential for bias or discrimination in the use of personal data is a concern that is receiving growing
attention. Companies such as Airbnb, in response to reports and research findings of discriminatory
practices of their users,57 are making efforts to restrict the flow of personal data they hold and encourage
uses of the site that rely less on the viewing of personal information of other users.58
Facebook is a prominent example of a company that, in response to negative publicity regarding the
ethical implications of research uses of and interventions with its data,59 established an internal research
ethics review process.60 The Facebook ethics review processes and systems is designed to meet the ethical
principles for reviewing computer and information security research proposed in the Department of
Homeland Security’s Menlo Report, which is based in turn on the Belmont Report that guided the
development of the Common Rule.61 This process involves training for employees on privacy and
research ethics, review by a senior manager with substantive expertise in the area of proposed research,
and, where needed, an extended review by a standing committee of five individuals, including substantive
area experts as well as experts in law, ethics, communications, and policy.62 A substantive area expert
may exercise discretion in expediting review of certain small product tests, or consult one of the experts
in law, ethics, communications, or policy as needed. When an extended review is triggered, consensus of
the five member group is required. This group considers the benefits of the research, including its value to
Facebook, its value to the Facebook community and society at large, its contributions to general
knowledge, and other “positive externalities and implications for society.”63 Against these benefits, the
committee considers the potential adverse consequences from the research, especially with respect to
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research involving vulnerable populations or sensitive topics, and “whether every effort has been taken to
minimize them.”64 This group also considers “whether the research is consistent with people’s
expectations” regarding how their personal information is collected, stored, and shared, taking into
account research and recommendations by ethicists, advocates, and academics.65 The group consults other
experts at Facebook, as well as outside experts, as needed.66
Another notable example is Acxiom, which holds what is by some measures the largest commercial
database on consumers in the world.67 The company collects, combines, analyzes, and sells sensitive
personal data from a number of sources including census data and other public records, surveys and
questionnaires, retail purchases, web browsing cookies, and social media postings. To protect the
sensitive data it holders, Acxiom complies with a number of regulatory and industry standards, including
those found in HIPAA, HITRUST, NIST, and PCI frameworks. The company also engages in a “very
rigorous” privacy impact assessment program with a focus on ethical use of data, which involves a
stakeholder analysis applying “ethical judgment” to produce a “very carefully curated dataset,” with
“every piece of data” and “every model” created having “some sort of regulation or constriction,
permission or prohibition on it.”68 While this overview describes a robust, careful, and systematic ethical
review process, there are indications this process is in practice applied in an ad hoc fashion. Consider the
following anecdote of a data use decision made by the Acxiom leadership team. The company’s analytics
team had developed a model of “10,000 audience propensities,” including personal scores for a number of
sensitive attributes such as “vaginal itch scores” and “erectile dysfunction scores.”69 When the leadership
team met to discuss whether the use of such scores would be perceived as too invasive, one member of
the team came prepared to read the actual scores on these sensitive topics for each of the individuals in
the room. When confronted with the problem in this direct, personal way, the leadership team decided
that certain scores were “too sensitive” and should not be made available as a product to its customers.70
This example illustrates how, despite commitments to rigorous processes, in practice decisions may be
based on ad hoc, gut judgments by a small number of decisionmakers and their opinions about
unspecified “social norms.”71 The employee in this example explained that had she not brought to light
her concerns in such a compelling way, the leadership team likely would have made a different decision
regarding the use of the scores at issue. The reliance on the judgment of an individual, or a small group of
individuals, regarding ethical use of data is likely to lead to inconsistent practices in the absence of a
larger guiding framework. Indeed, other companies have reached very different conclusions regarding the
appropriateness of selling similar types of highly sensitive information about individuals. For instance,
other data brokers have made decisions to sell lists of names of rape victims, addresses of domestic
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violence shelters, and names of individuals suffering from various health conditions, including genetic
diseases, dementia, HIV/AIDS.72
3. The expanding scale of data and new commercial uses are increasing risks and decreasing the
effectiveness of commonly used controls.
The expanding timescale of data activities is widening gaps between the state of the practice and the state
of the art for privacy protection. The increasing scale of commercial and government data programs,
including the collection of data at more frequent intervals, the extended period of data collection, and the
amount of time that has elapsed between collection and use affect privacy risk in different ways and
threaten to further erode the effectiveness of traditional approaches to privacy. For instance, the
accumulation of a large number of observations, linked at the level of an individual, over time forms a
unique pattern of activity for each individual in a set of data, increasing risks that an individual in the data
can be identified, or that information can be learned about individuals based on the inclusion of their
information in the data. These shifts are putting pressure on current practices for privacy protection, and
scholars and practitioners are now exploring new technical, procedural, and legal interventions for
managing data privacy that can complement traditional approaches and better address the challenges
raised by long-term data activities.
3.1. Key drivers of risk in long-term data activities include age, period, and frequency of
data collection.
The effect of time on privacy risk is complex, and has traditionally not been well understood. This section
aims to separate the characteristics of long-term data collections from other privacy-related factors, in
order to discuss how each factor may independently affect risk.
Many concepts are embedded in a notion of privacy risk, and decomposing the relevant dimensions of
privacy risk and analyzing them separately can inform the selection among interventions that address
different drivers of risk. One possible framework is to consider privacy risks as a function of three
separate dimensions—identifiability, threats, and vulnerabilities—where threats and vulnerabilities are
often bundled together in discussions of the level of the sensitivity of personal information.73 In this
analysis, it is important to note that privacy risk is not simply an additive function of these various
components; rather, identifiability and sensitivity may be better modeled as multiplicative factors.
Moreover, the independent analysis for each component can be quite challenging. For instance,
vulnerabilities are not evenly distributed in the population, as some members may be more vulnerable to
particular threats.
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A review of the various literatures guiding institutional review board practice, describing the
methodology and practice of data management in longitudinal research studies, and presenting findings
from the scientific study of privacy, taken together, seem to suggest at least three characteristics related to
time as components that influence data privacy risk: age, period, and frequency. Table 1 summarizes the
relationship between these three characteristics and the components of privacy risk (identifiability,
threats, and vulnerabilities). With this table, the complex relationship between the characteristics of big
data and the dimensions of privacy risk become more clear. For instance, an increase in age can, at the
same time, decrease identifiability but increase sensitivity.
Identifiability

Threats (sensitivity)

Vulnerabilities (sensitivity)

Age

Small decrease

Moderate increase

Moderate decrease

Period

Small increase

Moderate increase

No substantial evidence of effect

Frequency

Large increase

Small increase

No substantial evidence of effect

Table 1. Key risk drivers for big data over time and their effects on privacy risk components.
Each of these risk factors and the ways in which they influence components of privacy risk is discussed,
in turn, in the sections below.
3.1.1. The age of the data, or the duration of storage and use of personal data, over
long periods of time alters privacy risks.
The age of data is often argued to reduce the risk of identifiability, due to the fact that individuals’
observable characteristics generally change over time. For instance, an individual who currently has red
hair may not possess this attribute thirty years later, making this attribute less identifying with time.
Additionally, the availability and accuracy of data have historically decreased with time. Both of these
factors make identification based on older measurements less reliable. Arguably, this is a weak reduction,
as some characteristics, such as DNA, do not appreciably change over time. Further, there are notable
exceptions to data becoming less available over time. When information that was not available in digital
form is digitized and disseminated it becomes more widely and persistently available than it had been in
the past, as seen with the online publication of arrest records and mugshots. In addition, real estate or
criminal records created decades ago are now being digitized and made publicly available online,
lowering the barrier to access and enabling commercial uses far removed from the contexts that the data
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subjects likely envisioned at the time the data were created.74
Increased age of the data may also lead to increased threats related to data retention. As the number of
observations collected about individuals expands rapidly and the demand to use data covering longer
periods of time grows, commercial and government actors are implementing procedures for storing this
information over extended timeframes. This expansion in the scope of data retained in their information
systems necessarily increases the risk that a data breach will occur, and that such a breach will lead to
harm to the individuals in the data. The retention of accumulations of large quantities of individual-level
information makes it more likely for these information systems to be the targets of hackers and others
who would seek unauthorized access to the data. The large quantity of personal information that would be
disclosed in the event of a breach increases the likelihood that individuals will incur harms. To address
these risks, industry standards often require the encryption of data in storage, and some laws, particularly
state-level data security laws, require encryption where it can be reasonably implemented.
In addition, as the time between collection and use increases, the potential for applying the data to
research uses that could not be anticipated at the time of collection grows. Increased age leads to
increased threats from data use. The types of data, the uses and analytical methods applied, the expected
disclosure risks, public expectations and perceptions, and applicable laws and policies involved can all
change in unpredictable ways throughout the extended timeframe of a long-term data management
program. For example, expected risks are likely to grow over time through the emergence of new
analytical learning techniques. New analytical methods, such as machine learning and social network
analyses, can unlock new uses of information that were originally collected for different purposes. For
instance, social media postings are being used to track the spread of illnesses, measure behavioral risk
factors, and infer individuals’ personality traits.75
The longer the study, the greater the likelihood that circumstances will change as data are collected, and
the more likely it is that a researcher will encounter challenges related to obtaining consent, complying
with privacy laws and regulations, and disclosing the risks of participation to research subjects. For
example, these issues put pressure on consent mechanisms, as they challenge the notion that research
subjects were adequately informed of the risks of their participation, the intended uses of their
information, and the effectiveness of confidentiality protections put in place. These changes can also lead
to new, unanticipated harms, or, alternatively, lead to a decrease in the potential for some harm as events
to which information refers may become less relevant or more obscure.
Increased age of the data is also recognized as decreasing the vulnerability of some of the individuals in
the data to privacy-related harms. Information in the distant past may be commonly viewed as less
relevant and less likely to cause embarrassment and other harms such as loss of insurability. Consider, for
instance, the magnitude of potential harm from a release of a high school student’s grade at a time when
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the subject is a high school student or a recent graduate, versus such a disclosure thirty years later. Taken
further, when the age of the data is great enough, the subjects measured will be deceased and unaffected
by many of the consequences of personal information disclosure. For instance, the US Census Bureau and
National Archives and Records Administration follow a rule restricting access to individually identifying
information from decennial census records for a period of 72 years from the date of collection, after
which risk is considered to be low enough to permit the release of individual-level data to the public.76 In
addition, laws such as the Common Rule are defined such that their rules apply only to data about living
individuals.77 Individual research studies may also be designed to trigger the release of data after a
substantial period of time has passed. For instance, the Grant Study of Adult Development at Harvard
Medical School, a 75-year longitudinal study of Harvard college sophomores from the classes of 19391994, has been established such that “[a]fter Jan 1, 2028, a sufficient length of time will have passed since
the collection of the information so that the data can be considered ‘historic’. At that time, the data will be
made available to the public without restriction.”78 It is important to note, however, that even deceased
individuals may have a legitimate interest in the way their private information reflects on their children or
on groups to which they belong.
3.1.2. Long periods of data collection, i.e., data that describe trends, create
additional privacy risks.
Increases in the period of collection may result in increased threats as the data enable analysis of trends
over time that reveal sensitive characteristics related to health, behavior, and interests. An illustrative
example of a program with an extended data collection period is the Framingham Heart Study, in which
investigators have been continuously collecting data from study participants and their descendents since
1948.79 The data collected over the course of this long-term study reveal information about an
individual’s development of risk factors for or progression of heart disease, diabetes, and Alzheimer’s
disease and dementia, among other sensitive attributes.
There are additional, weaker risks related to longer periods of coverage. First, long periods of data
collection are correlated with greater age of the data, as age must be at least as large as the period, and age
increases privacy threats. Second, because human behavior exhibits patterns at multiple temporal scales,
the interaction of extended period of collection and high frequency may enable increased detection of
trends, further increasing threats and enabling stronger behavioral fingerprinting, thereby increasing the
identifiability of the data.80
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3.1.3. High-frequency data collections pose a significant challenge to traditional
privacy approaches such as de-identification.
In many cases, commercial and government big data collection leads to much more frequent observations
than those collected in the research setting. For example, the microphone, camera, accelerometer, GPS
receiver, and other sensors embedded in a mobile device can generate fine-grained data, capture
variations microsecond by microsecond, and transmit the data to the cloud for long-term storage and
analysis. Data points collected at frequent intervals can also reveal identifiable or sensitive details about
individuals. For instance, mobile health apps and devices use sensors to continuously monitor and record
features related to an individual’s health and behavior, which can reveal sensitive facts about an
individual’s health status. High-frequency data dramatically increases identifiability, as researchers have
demonstrated that just four data points about an individual’s spatiotemporal location or retail purchases
can be sufficient to uniquely identify her records in a dataset.81
As discussed below, commercial and government big data activities also collect data from a wider number
of subjects than that of a traditional research study which may be limited to hundreds of participants due
to resource constraints. In addition, the limitations of traditional research methods have led to the
historical capture and analyze of fewer data points in longitudinal research studies than is found in a
large-scale commercial or government dataset today. However, big data collection and analysis methods
are increasingly being introduced into the research setting through the use of new electronic devices, such
as dedicated electronic devices for adherence monitoring, or mobile apps for tracking health
measurements over time. These factors related to the growing number of observations collected often lead
to greater harm to individuals, and harm to a greater number of individuals, should the data be exposed.
There are also weaker implications associated with the frequency of data collection; for example, as
above high frequency data collections may interact with period, increasing the threats from data release.
3.2. Additional risk factors not specific to the time dimension, such as size and diversity of
the sample, also increase privacy risks.
Some of the gaps between the current practice for managing privacy in commercial big data and open
government data and the state of the art for privacy protection are independent of the extended timescale
associated with the increasing reliance on long-term data activities in these contexts. For instance, many
of the canonical examples of big data privacy risks were enabled by features of the data not directly
correlated with time. The identification of individuals in the release of AOL search query records was
enabled by the association of a large number of search queries with the record of an individual in the
released data;82 although names were not provided for each record, a large set of an individual’s search
queries alone were found to be revealing. Individual privacy risks were identified in a release of data from
Facebook profiles used in a research study, based on the individual-level attributes disclosed in the data
and information about the school revealed in the codebook that led to the identification of Harvard
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College students as the population being studied.83 The release of a dataset containing film ratings by
Netflix users was vulnerable to re-identification attacks due to the number of attributes provided within
each record making many of the records in the dataset unique and potentially identifiable when crossreferenced with relevant auxiliary information.84 Moving beyond risks of re-identification, an analysis of
public information posted by one’s friends on the Facebook platform can be used to predict personal
characteristics, such as an individual’s sexual preference.85 Furthermore, examples of algorithmic
discrimination raise questions about how personal information is used to build and apply models to
classify individuals in ways that cause harm to individuals and groups.86
Attempts to apply traditional statistical disclosure limitation techniques to big data, as well as scientific
research into new formal models of privacy, suggest that a number of additional characteristics increase
privacy risk by increasing identifiability, threats, or vulnerabilities. For instance, traditional approaches to
de-identification have been demonstrated to fail when applied to large datasets such as the dataset
containing Netflix users’ film ratings.87 More generally, as discussed below in Section 3.2.1, for a number
of reasons, de-identification techniques often fail when applied to high-dimensional data. In addition, data
releases may enable new categories of attacks, such as stylometric attacks that enable predictions of
authorship based on the writing style of a sample text and new risks to populations such as discriminatory
uses of big data.
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Identifiability

Threats (sensitivity)

Vulnerabilities
(sensitivity)

Dimensionality

Moderate increase

Moderate increase

No substantial evidence
of effect

Broader
Analytic Use

Large increase

Moderate increase

Large increase

Sample Size

Small increase

No substantial evidence
of effect

Moderate increase

Population
Diversity

Small decrease

Moderate increase

Small increase

Table 2. Non-temporal characteristics of big data that drive privacy risks and their effects on
components of privacy risk.
3.2.1. High-dimensional data pose challenges for traditional privacy approaches
such as de-identification, and increase the difficulty of predicting future data uses.
During any single interaction with an individual, a company or government agency may record just a few
data points. However, the information collected that is collected is likely to be linked with data from other
sources at a later time. In the commercial big data context, there are fewer constraints on linking data,
compared to those that are imposed in the research context. In fact, companies often have an incentive to
combine as much data as possible, and draw linkages at the individual level, in order to assemble more
accurate behavioral profiles for the individuals in their databases. A prominent example is illustrated by
data brokers like Acxiom, which seek to accumulate and link data about the same individuals from many
different sources, including administrative records from multiple government agencies as well as data
collected from other commercial sources. In turn, the data profiles compiled by Acxiom are sold to other
companies, including banks, automotive companies, and department stores,88 and linked to even more
data sources. The profiles that are assembled on individuals contain a large number of dimensions,
including names, addresses, phone numbers, Social Security numbers, date of birth, height and weight,
race and ethnicity, marital status, occupation, religious affiliation, voting registration and party affiliation,
criminal offenses and convictions, product purchase histories, social media friend connections, level of
Internet usage, home market value, participation in hobbies and other activities, movie and music
preferences, charitable giving, credit worthiness, vehicle ownership, travel purchases, tobacco usage, and
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medical ailment and prescription online search propensity, among countless other data points.89 As of
2012, Acxiom purportedly held data on approximately 500 million individuals, including about 1,500
pieces of information about each person,90 and these figures are likely much higher today. Acxiom also
offers tools to its advertiser clients to help them link data contained in different databases, even where
there are discrepancies in the information about an individual in different sources, such as those due to a
change of name or address.91
Data such as those held in Acxiom’s databases are high-dimensional, which presents a significant
challenge for traditional approaches to de-identification. Statistical disclosure limitation techniques such
as aggregation and generalization have been shown to fail when applied to data with a high dimension of
observable characteristics.92 High-dimensional data can also support a wide range of future uses, which
may be difficult to anticipate at the time of collection. For example, high-dimensional data can enable
unanticipated analyses such as the prediction of authorship of text based on writing style, detection of
Parkinson’s disease symptoms, and discoveries of an individual’s predisposition for various health
conditions.
The dimensionality of big data may be even higher than it appears at first observation, as richer data
types, such as network data, unstructured text, audio, and video, are subject to multiple independent
measurements and thus may be thought of as having multiple embedded dimensions or signals. For
example, informational risks from social network analyses are a function not only of the nodes, as the
structure of the network connections carries information as well.93 Pieces of text may be associated with
metadata (e.g., Twitter posts may have embedded geolocation codes), may embed direct identifiers such
as names (e.g., medical records often contain names, dates, and addresses), and may also be linkable to
identities through stylometric analysis.94 Motion data, such as those collected by wearable fitness trackers,
may reveal private types of activity. Video and audio data generate a range of unexpected signals; for
example, indicators of Parkinson’s disease have been detected based on voice recordings. Heart rate can
be detected using iPhone video cameras. In addition, research has shown it is possible to extract
conversations from video recorded images of vibrations on surrounding materials, and the use of WiFi
signal strength may be used to determine the occupancy of a room. The potential for unexpected uses of
data can be expected to grow with advances in technology, and high-dimensional data especially can
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support new uses of data that were unforeseen at the time of collection.
3.2.2. Broader analytic uses affect the identifiability, threats, and vulnerability
components of privacy risk.
Both traditional de-identification techniques and emerging tools based on formal privacy models such as
differential privacy are designed to enable accurate estimations of population parameters. Traditional, as
well as modern, approaches to deidentification are not effective against harms such as algorithmic
discrimination, which is often viewed as a misuse of personal data. Neither category of tools protects
against learning facts about populations that could be used to discriminate. These techniques also cannot
be used when the goal is explicitly to make inferences about or intervene with individuals.
Examples of algorithmic discrimination fall along a spectrum. At one end of the spectrum, for example,
there may be differential pricing, whereby firms aim to generate individualized predictions or
interventions based on their information but such outcomes are not essential, as they still derive utility
from fitting models to group data and applying models to individuals based on their group attributes.
Towards the center of the spectrum, there may be activities such as personalized medicine, in which
models may be constructed based on aggregated data, but personalized treatment requires inference based
on an individual’s actual information. At the other end of the spectrum, there may be fraud detection, in
which the goal is inherently to make inference about the predicted behavior of a specific individual. In
addition, predicting and intervening with individuals expands the set of threats that must be considered
beyond those that arise from population estimates, for examples, through differential pricing, redlining,
recidivism scores, microtargeted advertising.
3.2.3. Increasing sample size and population diversity also lead to heightened
privacy risks.
Increases in the sample size covered in a set of data is associated with an increase in identifiability. As a
sample grows to represent a larger fraction of population, one can be more confident that any particular
target individual is in the sample. This makes re-identification easier in the same way that having the list
of all those who participated in the database makes re-identification easier. Sample size is also associated
with an increase in vulnerability. As samples grow to be very large, it is quite likely to include individuals
who are particularly sensitive, such as members of vulnerable populations, to whatever potential threats
the data pose.
Broadening of population diversity also increases the range of threats that may be associated with a set of
data. Covering a broader population in a set of data increases the range of threats that are relevant to at
least some member of the population. For instance, disclosure of political party affiliation generally does
not pose a large threat to a set of data containing individuals from the US population, though it would
pose a large threat of retribution in a broader population that also includes individuals living under nondemocratic regimes. In a diverse enough population, all plausible threats would be implicated. Further
diversification can be thought of as increasing the likelihood that one has to consider a wider range of
vulnerabilities to these threats that are specific to the context of the subject.
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3.3. The key risk factors identified in long-term data activities change the surface of suitable
privacy controls.
As discussed above, characteristics of big data activities are associated with increased privacy risks in a
number of ways. Debates taking place today regarding the future of privacy in light of these concerns
about long-term big data programs are reminiscent of earlier deliberations regarding to the long-term
collection, storage, use, and retention of research data. Researchers have long been collecting information
about human subjects over extended timeframes, and there are notable similarities in the populations
involved, the attributes measured, and thus the potential privacy risks and challenges posed across longterm data activities in the research, commercial, and government contexts. Much like commercial and
government data programs, longitudinal research studies are a rich source of data for exploring economic,
sociological, and epidemiological trends over the lifetimes of individuals and their descendents. Data
collected throughout the course of such studies are in many cases highly specific, identifiable, and
sensitive, and carry risks that are similar to those associated with personal data held by corporations and
governments.
Despite these similarities, the management of the privacy of personal data across these various contexts
varies markedly. In order to ensure robust protection of privacy, similar privacy risks should be addressed
similarly, which requires applying principles for balancing privacy and utility in data releases more
systematically. In order to do so, the risk-benefit analyses and best practices established by the research
community can be instructive for privacy management with respect to the long-term collection and use of
personal data by commercial and government organizations. Corporations and governments may consider
adopting review processes similar to those that have been established at research institutions to
continually analyze the risks and benefits associated with data collection, retention, use, and disclosure
over time.
As presented in prior work, a systematic analysis of the threats, vulnerabilities, and intended uses
associated with a set of data can be used to help guide the selection of appropriate sets of privacy and
security controls, much like the review processes employed in the research context. Figure 1 below
provides a partial conceptualization of the relationship between identifiability, sensitivity, and the
suitability of selected procedural, legal, and technical controls at the collection and release stages of the
information lifecycle. For the purposes of this conceptual illustration, Figure 1 focuses on a small subset
of tools from the wide range of procedural, economic, educational, legal, and technical interventions that
are available to data managers. A real-world data management program should be designed to utilize
appropriate tools from the full selection of interventions available and to incorporate them at each stage of
the information lifecycle, from collection, to transformation, retention, release, and post-release.
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Figure 1. How identifiability and sensitivity guide the recommendations of sets of privacy and security
controls.95
As partially illustrated in Figure 1, rather than relying on a single intervention such as de-identification or
consent, corporate and government actors may weigh the suitability of combinations of interventions from
the wide range of privacy and security controls that are available. There is a growing recognition that de-identification alone is not sufficient to be used as a general standard for privacy protection. Robust
privacy protection requires a systematic analysis of informational risks and intended uses, and, in many
cases, the implementation of additional privacy and security controls in combination with deidentification techniques. New procedural, legal, and technical tools for evaluating and mitigating risk,
balancing privacy and utility, and providing enhanced transparency, review, and accountability, are being
investigated and some are beginning to be deployed as part of comprehensive research data management
plans. The suitability of new tools, especially formal privacy models such as differential privacy, should
also be explored within the context of corporate and open government data.
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In particular, practical data sharing models can combine various legal and technical approaches. For
instance, a data release could be designed to provide public access to some data without restriction after
robust disclosure limitation techniques have transformed the data into, for example, differentially private
statistics. Data users who intend to perform analyses that require the full dataset, including direct and
indirect identifiers, could be instructed to submit an application to a review board, and their use of the
data would be restricted by the terms of a data use agreement and, in some cases, accessed only through a
secure data enclave. In this way, data release mechanisms can be tailored to the threats and vulnerabilities
associated with a given set of data, as well as the uses desired by different users.

Figure 2. How big data characteristics shift the recommendations of sets of privacy and security controls.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the characteristics of long-term data programs, such as the increasing frequency
of collection, shift the recommended sets of controls. For instance, de-identifying longitudinal data
effectively is a significant challenge, due to the frequency of data collection, the extended duration of data
collection, and the linkage of observations at the individual level. These factors substantially increase the
dimensionality of the data, and, correspondingly, the likelihood that records in a set of data will be unique
for each individual. The uniqueness of the records, in turn, makes it more difficult to effectively deidentify the data through simple redaction techniques. To address privacy with respect to highdimensional datasets, researchers often employ additional controls such as data use agreements when
sharing data, rather than relying on de-identification alone. In addition, data sharing models that employ
formal privacy guarantees hold promise for providing strong privacy protection while enabling analysis of
high-dimensional data.
In Figure 2, this increase in expected harm implies that stronger privacy controls should be implemented.
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As the frequency of data collection increases, leading to a greater number of observations being collected
for each individual in a set of data, the level of expected harm also increases. Moreover, potential uses of
personal data that are collected are likely to evolve over the course of a long-term data program. These
changes over time are likely to increase the potential for harm to individuals. This is especially likely
where there are substantial deviations between the expectations of individuals and the actual uses of their
information. Solutions such as granular user controls and dynamic consent are being designed to address
these concerns in the long-term research context.
Upon determining that a particular risk factor increases, one is naturally tempted to mitigate this factor.
Note, however, independent of other considerations, this may not be the most effective approach. For
example, consider data from GPS sensors, where the high frequency of the data points from the sensors
are driving significant privacy risks for individuals whose activities are implicated in the data. The most
direct approach to addressing this risk may appear to be reducing the frequency of the data. Yet, one must
also consider that this approach also directly affects uses of the data. Reducing the frequency of the sensor
data reduces the detail and will hinder future efforts by analysts to build models and discover fine-grained
patterns using the data. Alternatively, one could attempt to reduce the frequency of the data at later
lifecycle stages; for instance, data could be collected at a high frequency, but only infrequent samples
would be stored. This can still have large effects on the utility of the data collection. Consider, for
instance, wearable fitness trackers from which high-frequency data are especially valuable to users. One
could also reduce frequency at an even later lifecycle stage, by transforming the data to be less
identifiable. For high-frequency data, this requires the implementation of experimental de-identification
techniques,96 is computationally costly, and substantially reduces the analytic utility of the data.
A more efficient way of providing appropriate privacy protections while maintaining analytic utility is to
use a set of controls in concert. The discussions to follow in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 illustrate different
sets of controls and their relationship to the big data risk factors identified above in Section 2.
3.3.1. Privacy and security controls can be combined to address identifiability in
large-scale longitudinal data.
Regardless of the driver of risk, limiting identifiability, where it can be accomplished without drastically
reducing utility, reduces overall risk. This is a generally applicable principle, regardless of the specific
risk factor. For example, although increasing age of data does not increase identifiability (in fact, it likely
weakly decreases it), the risks that age of data presents through expanded potential uses and thus potential
threats would still be mitigated if adversaries were not able to learn about individuals from the data.
Commercial entities apply a range of tools for de-identifying data. For example, they may mask street
numbers in addresses, or remove names in order to satisfy certain state-level data security laws. De96
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identification in accordance with the HIPAA Privacy Rule safe harbor standard can be automated for
large amounts of text with sophisticated entity matching. However, longitudinal data and big data pose
challenges to the current practice of de-identification.
Advances in the scientific understanding of privacy have demonstrated that privacy measures in common
use, such as de-identification, have significant limitations. De-identification using common approaches
such as simple redaction of pieces of information deemed to be identifying often does not prevent many
types of learning about individuals in a set of data.97 As a result, de-identification techniques, while
reducing some risks, often do not mitigate all privacy risks to individuals nor protect personal information
in the manner or to the extent individual subjects would expect. De--identified data can, in many cases, be
re--identified easily. For instance, numerous re--identification attacks have demonstrated that it is often
possible to identify individuals in data that have been stripped of information deemed to be directly or
indirectly identifying.98 It has been shown more generally that very few pieces of information can be used
to uniquely identify an individual in a released set of data.99
The risks of re-identification or other types of learning about individuals from data are growing over time,
and these problems are particularly challenging when it comes to long-term data containing a high
number of observations linked at the individual-level. De-identification techniques raise other concerns as
well. For instance, de-identification is often achieved via the redaction of information that could
otherwise prove useful. Another concern related to traditional de-identification standards and techniques
is that they presuppose a particular privacy goal, such as the absence of certain pieces of information
deemed to be identifying, which often fails to provide strong privacy protection for individuals, when
compared to techniques that are designed to satisfy a more general privacy goal, such as a formal privacy
definition.
A number of privacy controls are available for addressing risks associated with identifiability, including
simple redaction approaches and tools, heuristic statistical disclosure limitation techniques (such as
approaches for aggregating or generalizing individual-level data), and robust disclosure limitation
techniques including secure multiparty computation and tools that provide formal privacy guarantees like
differential privacy. However, some big data risk factors make efficient identifiability limitation quite
challenging. For example, with respect to high-frequency data, traditional de-identification techniques can
yield misleading results if spatiotemporal-related data points are grouped together as a single dimension
in a table. When applied to individual observations, it may appear by certain measures that privacy risks
have been reduced. For instance, such an approach may be sufficient to meet a privacy standard such as kanonymity. However, people may be readily identified from their longitudinal spatial trace.100 With
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respect to high-dimensional data that are less-structured, such as text or video, however, one is especially
unlikely to be aware of all of the dimensions. A single tweet, for example, has many signals, such as the
content of the tweet, the names that may be mentioned in it, geolocation information attached to it, and
even the unique writing style embedded in the content.101 In addition, with high-dimensional data,
traditional de-identification techniques severely reduce utility. For example, researchers have concluded
that, because of the high-dimensionality and sparseness of large-scale datasets containing individual
Netflix users’ ratings for each of the films they have watched, traditional approaches to de-identification,
such as suppression and generalization, fail to provide meaningful privacy protection and also destroy the
utility of the data.102 To address identifiability in high-dimensional data, advanced tools such as synthetic
data and differential privacy, are beginning to be implemented. For example, the Census Bureau has also
experimented with releasing data using synthetic data models, including the 2011 release of the synthetic
Longitudinal Business Database,103 which has been shown to meet a variant of differential privacy.104
There are several practical implementations of differential privacy, though there are no off-the-shelf tools
that can be applied without expertise. However, such off-the-shelf tools are beginning to emerge.105
With broadening of analytic uses, certain types of new analytic uses, including individualized analysis
and interventions, ranging from differential pricing, to personalized medicine, to fraud detection, may be
in direct tension with de-identification approaches. New approaches, including formal privacy models like
differential privacy and tiered access models incorporating a combination of different types of legal,
computational, and procedural controls that are tailored to the risks and intended uses involved, can offer
more effective risk reduction from learning about individuals. This is particularly relevant to the types of
problems in which traditional de-identification techniques can yield misleading results. Differential
privacy, for example, can meet some of such challenges presented by high-dimensional data. New
techniques for spatial trajectory de-identification may also address some of the challenges researchers
have encountered when applying traditional de-identification techniques.
3.3.2. Privacy and security controls can be combined to address sensitivity in largescale longitudinal data.
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Where it is not possible to computationally de-identify large-scale, long-term data, it may be more
appropriate to limit computations in other ways. The primary way in which computations are currently
limited it through the use of secure enclaves with embedded auditing procedures. For example, federal
statistical research data centers operate across the country, in partnership between federal statistical
agencies and other research institutions, and some large research universities operate secure enclaves as
well, such as the NORC Data Enclave at the University of Chicago. Such systems employ strong data
security measures, such as those required by the Federal Information Security Management Act
(FISMA),106 maintain operational logs, incorporate vetting of individual researchers who seek access,
engage in disclosure review of outputs before data release and publication, and follow strict requirements
for data retention and destruction. Challenges that can be addressed using secure data enclaves include
large sample sizes and high-dimensionality, which make it difficult to store the data in a single location at
a conventional facility. High-dimensionality and potential expansions in future analytic uses create
tensions for individually vetting results before publication. For longitudinal data analyses, period and age
often drive utility, and data destruction would have a high utility cost.
Emerging approaches to address challenges such as these include secure multiparty computation,
computable policies, and personal data stores. While secure multiparty computation does not directly
limit the ability to infer sensitive attributes about individuals, it can be used to restrict the set of
computations that are permissible on the data and make these computations auditable. Computable
policies do not restrict inference but may be used to restrict domains of use, or classes of authorized users,
and enable further auditability.107 Personal data stores can be used to grant individuals with fine-grained
control over access and use of their information and provide audit and accountability functions as well.108
Notice, consent, and terms of service are used to disclose to individuals how data about them will be
collected, stored, used, and shared. High-dimensional data poses challenges for the effectiveness of notice
because use of such data make it difficult to anticipate, and therefore provide notice of, all potential future
uses. Moreover, providing control over each measure or use quickly leads to information overload for
data subjects.109 Emerging approaches such as secure multiparty computation techniques, personal data
stores, blockchain tools,110 and privacy icons,111 can be used to grant greater control or improved forms of
notice to users.
Formal application and review by an ethics board, such as an institutional review board, in combination
with a data use agreement prescribing future uses and redisclosures of the data, as well as data privacy
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and security requirements for handling the data, can be used to address many of these concerns. With
higher dimensional data and growing populations, data use agreements are becoming increasingly
complex, and there are growing possibilities of incompatibility across data use agreements, institutional
policies, and individual data sources. Emerging solutions include the creation of new ethics review
processes, as well as modular license generators to simplify the drafting of data use agreements. New
review bodies, such as consumer review boards,112 participant-led review boards,113 and personal data
cooperatives,114 can be formed to ensure data subjects are informed of risks and such risks are outweighed
by the benefits of the data activities. Companies such as Facebook have begun to implement data privacy
and ethics review boards, to provide more systematic and regular review of privacy risks and appropriate
practices.
4. Analysis of the characteristics of long-term big data that drive increased privacy risks can inform
recommendations for the use of privacy and security controls in specific cases.
Corporations and governments are collecting and managing personal data over increasingly long periods
of time, which is creating heightened privacy risks for individuals and groups. A decomposition of the
component risk factors can inform an analysis of the effects of the time dimension on big data risks, and
determination of which interventions could mitigate these effects. As identified above, key risk drivers for
big data that are related to the time dimension include the age of the data, the period of collection, and the
frequency of collection. Other factors interacting with these characteristics, but not directly correlated
with time, include the dimensionality of the data, the potential for broader analytic uses, the sample size,
and the diversity of the population studied. An analysis of these factors reveals that commercial big data
and government open data activities share many of the characteristics driving the privacy risks that have
been studied with respect to long-term longitudinal research. However, the most commonly used privacy
measures in commercial and government contexts, such as relying solely on notice and consent or deidentification, represent a limited subset of those the interventions available and are significantly different
from the controls used in long-term research.
Compliance with existing regulatory requirements and implementation of commonly used privacy
practices are arguably not sufficient to address the increased privacy risks associated with big data
activities. For instance, traditional legal approaches for protecting privacy in corporate and government
settings when transferring data, making data release decisions, and drafting data use agreements are timeintensive and not readily scalable to big data contexts. Technical approaches to de-identification in wide
use are ineffective for addressing big data privacy risks. However, combining these approaches with
additional controls based on exemplar practices in longitudinal research, and methods emerging from
computational research, can offer robust privacy protection for individuals. Adopting new technological
solutions to privacy can help ensure stronger privacy protection for individuals and adaptability to
respond to new and sophisticated attacks, such as statistical inference attacks, that were unforeseen by
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regulators at the time that legal standards were drafted. New privacy technologies can also provide more
universal and consistent privacy protection for individuals, compared to traditional approaches that can
vary substantially based on the jurisdictions, industry sectors, actors, and categories of information
involved. Technological approaches can be designed to comply with legal standards and practices, while
also helping to automate data sharing decisions and ensure consistent and robust privacy protection at a
massive scale.
Different risk factors from big data can reduce the effectiveness of standard controls, and addressing each
risk factor directly may not be efficient or effective. Addressing these risk factors may require
emphasizing compensating controls or adopting emerging methods. Where several factors are working in
concert to increase privacy risk, such as the combination of high-frequency, high-dimensional data with
broader analytic uses, there are many unresolved challenges for existing controls and emerging methods.
For instance, such contexts may limit the ability of individual data subjects to have meaningful
understanding and control of data collections, uses, and disclosures, and make it difficult to prevent
algorithmic discrimination. In these areas, it is especially important to continually review and adapt
practices to address new risks and new analytic methodologies. Using a combination of controls to
manage the overall risk resulting from identifiability, threats and vulnerabilities, is recommended. Several
clusters of controls for addressing identifiability and sensitivity can be implemented, such as notice,
consent, and terms of service mechanisms in combination with robust technical disclosure limitation
techniques, formal application and review in combination with data use agreements and disclosure
limitation techniques, and secure data enclaves with auditing procedures.
Current practice for privacy protection in the human subjects research setting, as well as the Common
Rule and policies governing IRB review processes, have shortcomings as well. However, there are
opportunities for commercial actors to leap ahead of current privacy practice in research. In fact, some of
the first implementations of advanced data sharing models providing formal privacy guarantees satisfying
the differential privacy standard have been created by the government and industry. For instance,
companies such as Google and Apple have begun deploying implementations of formal privacy models
such as differential privacy within tools for gathering statistics about consumer behavior while protecting
privacy. To support the implementation of new computational tools providing formal privacy guarantees,
privacy regulations and policies should establish a privacy goal, rather than mandating the means by
which privacy should be protected. It is important to consider what an organization aims to protect and to
choose a specific privacy goal, against which various tools can be evaluated against and tailored to
satisfy, rather than to adopt a privacy measure that offers a relatively limited type of privacy protection
that may not be well-suited to the ultimate goal.
With long-lived large-scale data collections, threats and vulnerabilities from data management continuing
to evolve, and with them the privacy risks posed to individuals. At the same time, new technical
approaches are emerging that provide better privacy and utility for big data. Thus there is a need for
periodic review and evaluation of these activities, rather than review decisions that are made only at the
beginning of a data collection program. It is important to adopt dynamic processes for continually
reviewing and adapting decisions throughout the life of a data management program. Continual review
and adjustment based on newly discovered risks and intended uses, has the potential to bring substantial
benefits for both privacy and utility.
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